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You’re confident, you hunger for inspiration, and now you’ve found it with the Hyundai Santa Fe & 
Grand Santa Fe. But the adventure does not stop there. In fact it’s just the beginning, because you can 
now personalize your Santa Fe & Grand Santa Fe with your choice of Hyundai Genuine Accessories. 
All have been precision-made using high-quality materials so that they will fit your Santa Fe & Grand 
Santa Fe perfectly. And they meet the rigorous manufacturing standards demanded of all products 
carrying the Hyundai name. So get in touch with your dealer and treat your Santa Fe & Grand Santa Fe 
to some Hyundai Genuine Accessories - they are just made for one another.

The accessories in this brochure are for Santa Fe Model Years (MY) 2012, 2015 and 2016.
All the accessories applicable for Grand Santa Fe Model Years (MY) 2014 and 2016 are 
 mentioned on page 22-23. 

Genuine Accessories

Santa Fe MY12
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You’ve chosen the Santa Fe because, like you, it breaks away from past conventions and conceptions. It makes a clear statement  
about your confidence and your independent outlook. Choose from these accessories to emphasize your personal style. 

Your Style. Your Santa Fe. 

Side steps, rugged. Robust aluminium side steps with antislip rubber inlays are very useful when attaching 
roof accessories, and they ease access to the passenger cabin. Practical and functional.
2W370ADE01 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Side steps, sporty. Stylish and functional, in matt aluminium with antislip rubber inlays, they improve access 
to the cabin and roof-mounted accessories. Not compatible with mud guards, front. 
2WF37AC005 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

STYLING STYLING

Side bars. Highly polished stainless steel side bars 
 accentuate the rugged elegance of the Santa Fe.
2W371ADE01 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

LED puddle lights. Bright LED ground illumination 
improves the convenience of getting in and out of 
the car especially in darkness. The LED puddle lights 
are switched on and off automatically by opening and 
closing the front doors.
99651ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16) (reference picture)

LED footwell illumination. Concealed floor illumination for the foot space. It provides
welcome illumination that automatically switches on and off by unlocking the doors with the key. Upon 
starting the engine the illumination dims out. Available in blue and white illumination and for first and second 
row of the vehicle. Second row can be installed only in combination with the first row.
99650ADE00 (blue / first row / MY12, MY15 & MY16)
99650ADE10 (blue / second row / MY12, MY15 & MY16)
99650ADE00W (white / first row / MY12, MY15 & MY16)
99650ADE10W (white / second row / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Left side:
Tailgate trim line. Created to complement other design details, this  
high-gloss stainless steel strip brings a stylish finishing touch to the tailgate.
2W491ADE00ST (MY12, MY15 & MY16)
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WHEELS

Enhance the striking “Storm Edge” design concept of your Santa Fe with your  
choice of dynamically styled alloy wheels. 

Your Personality. Your Santa Fe. 

Alloy wheel kit 17". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
dark silver, 7.0Jx17, suitable for 235/65 R17 tyres.
Kit includes a cap and five nuts.
2WF40AC170 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheels kit 19" Design A. Five-double-spoke 
alloy wheel, silver, 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 
tyres. Kit includes a cap and five nuts.
2WF40AC390 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheels kit 19" Design B. Five-double-spoke 
alloy wheel, dark silver, 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 
R19 tyres. Kit includes a cap and five nuts.
2WF40AC195 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheels kit 19". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
silver, 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 tyres.  
Kit includes a cap and five nuts.
B8F40AC195 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheel 17" Jeju. Five-spoke alloy wheel, 
silver, 7.0Jx17, suitable for 235/65 R17 tyres.
2W400ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheel kit 18". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
silver, 7.5Jx18, suitable for 235/60 R18 tyres.  
Kit includes a cap and five nuts.
2WF40AC180 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheel 18" Halla. Ten-spoke alloy wheel,
silver, 7.5Jx18, suitable for 235/60 R18 tyres.
2W400ADE01 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheel kit 17". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
7.0Jx17-B, suitable for 235/65 R17 tyres. Kit includes 
a cap and five nuts.
2WF40AK210 (MY12, MY15 & MY 16)

Alloy wheel kit 18". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
7.5Jx18-C, suitable for 235/60 R18 tyres. Kit includes 
a cap and five nuts.
2WF40AK310 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheel kit 19". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
7.5Jx19-C, suitable for 235/55 R19 tyres. Kit includes 
a cap and five nuts.
2WF40AK410 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheel kit 19". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel, 
7.5Jx19-A type, suitable for 235/55 R19 tyres.  
Kit includes a cap and five nuts
B8F40AK410 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Alloy wheel kit 18". Five-double-spoke alloy wheel,
7.5Jx18-A type, suitable for 235/60 R18 tyres.  
Kit includes a cap and five nuts.
B8F40AK310 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

TPMS - Tyre Pressure Monitoring System.
3NF40AC000 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)
Locking wheel nuts and key. 
99490ADE10 (short)
99490ADE00 (long)
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TRANSPORT

Deluxe ski & snowboard carrier. It holds up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards. Lockable for added security. 
55700SBA20 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

ProRide bike carrier. After the bike is placed upon the frame holder, all adjustment and securing can be 
carried out at roof height using the single-handed rotary knob. The weight limit is 20kg. Lockable for added 
security.
55701SBA10 (MY12, MY15 & MY16) 

FreeRide bike carrier. With its quick-lock frame holder, smart wheel holders and adjustable quick-release 
straps, loading and unloading could not be simpler or faster. The weight limit is 17 kg. Lockable for added 
security.
55701SBA21 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Xtender ski & snowboard carrier. Suitable for up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards, this carrier can be 
extended sideways to simplify loading and unloading. So there’s no need to stretch over the car. Lockable for 
added security.
55700SBA10 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Wherever you want to go, whatever you want to take with you, these accessories extend  
the versatility of your Santa Fe.

Your Adventure. Your Santa Fe. 

right side: 
Cross bars, aluminium. Designed to fit the roof rails of the 
Santa Fe, the cross bars can be installed or removed easily.  

Made from lightweight and robust aluminium.
2W211ADE00AL (MY12, MY15 & MY16)
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3. Tow bar wiring kit. Installation uses original vehicle connectors & 
a multifunctional trailer module which amplify all necessary signals. 
Compatible with both conventional bulb and LED trailer lights and 
featuring audible warning of trailer turn indicator or brake-light 
malfunction. The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically switched 
off when a trailer is connected. Protected by a waterproof housing for 
the 13-pole socket, the system manages all modern caravan functions. 
+15: Power supply only when ignition is on and electric generator is 
running (used on caravan refrigerator).
+30: Permanent power supply for small power usage - additional light & 
water pump (used on caravan or horse trailers).

a)   13-pole wiring kit   
2W621ADE02CP (MY12, MY15 & MY16) 
With prepared connector solution. Including +30/+15 extension kit.

b)  7-pole wiring kit   
2W620ADE02CP (MY12, MY15 & MY16) 
With prepared connector solution

Maximum towing load capacity will depend on your car’s specifications. 
Please consult your dealer for further information.
All Hyundai Santa Fe Genuine Accessories tow bars are corrosion 
resistant, certified by ISO 9227NSS salt spray test, and comply with  
OE Car Loading Standard (CARLOS)

1.  Tow bar, horizontal detachable. Easy to install and remove, with 
a partially visible mounting fixture for straightforward access.  
2W281ADE03 (MY12, MY15)

2.  Tow bar, fixed. Ideal for regular use, this fixed tow bar features 
a high-quality rust-resistant coating.  
2W280ADE01 (MY12, MY15)

Tow bar, vertical detachable. A high-quality steel tow bar with a
3-ball locking system for easy and secure discrete underside mounting. 
Out of sight when not in use. 
2W281ADE02 (MY12, MY15)
2W281ADE04 (MY16)

TRANSPORT

Bike carrier for all tow bars. Capable of carrying 2 bikes and also 
suitable for e-bikes with a maximum combined weight up to 60 kg. 
The convenient tilt mechanism provides unobstructed access to the 
trunk area without having to remove the bikes. Lockable for additional 
security.
E823055001 (LHD / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Take advantage of the impressive towing and carrying capacity of your Santa Fe with these 
robust exterior accessories, all designed to fit your Hyundai perfectly.

Your Convenience. Your Santa Fe.

Santa Fe MY16
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Life is an adventure, and it’s good to share it with others. You can keep all you take with you safely in its 
place with these sturdy, made-to-measure separators.

Your Life. Your Santa Fe.

Cargo separator: upper frame, lower frame and vertical split. This versatile grid system securely separates occupants from the contents 
of the load space. Its shape follows the interior contours of the Santa Fe, and the grid bars are arranged to provide optimal rear vision. 
Upper frame may be used alone, and is necessary for vertical split installation. Lower frame can be only used in combination with upper 
frame. Compatible with both trunk mat and trunk liner, and very easy to install or remove.

Upper frame 2W150ADE04 (5 and 7-seater with & without panorama sunroof / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Lower frame 2W151ADE00 (5-seater with & without panorama sunroof / MY12, MY15 & MY16) 
 2W151ADE01 (7-seater with & without panorama sunroof / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Vertical split 2W152ADE01 (5 and 7-seater with & without panorama sunroof / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

TRANSPORT
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Business suit hanger. The most elegant and convenient way to keep 
clothes tidy and crease-free during a journey. It attaches easily and 
securely to the front seat. It can be quickly detached for use elsewhere 
(office, hotel room, etc.). Must be removed if the rear seat is occupied.
99770ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Take-away hook. Mounted on the lower passenger side of the centre 
console, the hook secures bags containing food & drink “to go”, to 
reduce the chance of any spillage while on the move. Reference picture.
99743ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Park distance control, front and rear. Easier parking in confined 
spaces. Warning tone changes according to proximity of obstructions. 
The 4 sensors can be painted in your car’s colour. Optics may differ 
from factory installed sensors.
front 99602ADE00 (MY12)
rear 99603ADE00 (MY12)

Wind deflectors, front. Reduces turbulence when driving with a slightly 
open front window. The aerodynamically formed deflector redirects the 
airflow, deflecting raindrops and reducing intrusive wind noise. Set of 2.
2W221ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Ice/sunscreen. Protects the interior from extreme heat build-up in 
strong sunlight, and prevents ice forming on the windscreen and front 
side windows in cold winters. Theft-proof when fitted. Custom-made 
for your Santa Fe.
2W723ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®. The cradle fits securely 
to the front seat back and allows the iPad® to be rotated or tilted for 
optimal viewing. iPad® is not included. Fits to iPad® 1, 2, 3 & 4. 
99582ADE01 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

With a cabin so roomy and luxurious, it’s not easy to upgrade comfort levels. But these clever accessories 
add even more convenience to your Santa Fe. 

Your Comfort. Your Santa Fe.

COMFORT

Santa Fe MY12
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Textile floor mats, standard. Matching the quality and design of 
the interior, these mats are made from hardwearing needle felt and 
held securely in place. The driver’s mat has the Santa Fe logo and a 
reinforced heel pad. For extreme weather conditions, it is recommended 
to use the Hyundai Genuine all weather mats. Set of 4.
2W141ADE01 (LHD / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Textile floor mats, velour. Luxurious velour mats complement the interior 
and are held in place by the standard fixing point and antislip backing. The 
driver’s mat & passenger’s mat are embroidered with the vehicle logo.
2W143ADE10 (RHD / MY12, MY15)
2W143ADE11 (RHD /  MY16)
2W143ADE00 (LHD / MY12, MY15)
2W143ADE01 (LHD / MY16) 
2W143ADE13 (LHD + RHD / for 3rd row / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Textile floor mats, velour espresso (RHD only). Made-to-measure in 
high-quality soft velour with Santa Fe logo, these luxurious floor mats 
protect the vehicle carpet. Fixing points keep them securely in place. 
Set of 4. 
2W143ADE10BR (RHD / MY12)
2W143ADE13BR (RHD / for 3rd row / MY12)

All weather mats. Set of 4 individual floor mats, tailor-made to fit the 
car’s foot-wells. These extremely durable mats trap water, mud, sand 
and road salt, with a special finish that makes them very easy to keep 
clean. With the Santa Fe logo on the driver’s mat. 
2W131ADE10 (RHD / MY12, MY15)
2W131ADE00 (LHD / MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Trunk mat, 7-seater. High-quality soft velour trunk mat helps cushion 
your more sensitive cargoes. Tailored to fit the trunk exactly, it also 
protects the carpet from dirt, and is very easy to keep clean. When the 
third seat row is in use, the mat remains attached to the raised seat-
backs. It can be combined with the foldout bumper flap for rear bumper 
protection. Set of 2. To be used only when third row seat is not in use.
2W120ADE17 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

1.  Trunk mat, 5-seater. High-quality soft velour trunk mat that is 
tailored to fit the trunk exactly. Complete with the Santa Fe logo, it can 
be combined with the foldout bumper flap for rear bumper protection. 
2W120ADE15 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)
2.   Bumper flap for trunk mat. Protects rear bumper paintwork from 
scratches and scuffs while loading or unloading. It attaches to the 
underside of the trunk mat and can be folded out whenever required.
2W120ADE50 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

You can’t stay clean and dry when you’re getting close to nature in all kinds of weather. 
But you can protect the high-quality interior of your Santa Fe with these purpose-made accessories.

Your Foresight. Your Santa Fe.

PROTECTION

1

2

Right side:
Trunk liner, 5 and 7-seater. This durable, protective trunk liner 
can be installed and removed in seconds. Raised edges protect 

carpet and side trim from dirt and damp. The durable high-quality 
material is easy to clean, and carries the Santa Fe logo. 

The water and dust-proof liner is made-to-measure for the Santa Fe. 
Not suitable for use when third row seats are in use.

5-seater 2W122ADE05 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)  
7-seater 2W122ADE07 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)
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PROTECTION

On-road or off-road, it’s impossible to rule out the possibility of everyday scuffs or scratches. 
Your investment in Hyundai quality can be protected with the addition of these effective accessories. 

Your Care. Your Santa Fe.

PROTECTION

1 2

Left side:
1.  Mud guard kit protective, front and rear. These oversized mud 

guards are designed to provide enhanced protection for the car's 
underbody, sills and doors against excessive dirt, slush or mudspray. 
Custom-made for the Santa Fe. Set of 2. 
front 2W461ADE10 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)  
rear 2W461ADE20 (MY12, MY15)

2.  Mud guard kit, front and rear. Helps to protect protect the car's 
underbody, sills and doors against excessive dirt, slush or mud-spray. 
Custom-made for the Santa Fe. Set of 2. 
front 2W460ADE10 (MY12, MY15 & MY16) 
front 2WF46AC000 (MY 12, MY15 & MY16) 
rear 2W460ADE20 (MY12, MY15) 
rear 2WF46AC100 (MY 12, MY15 ) 
 2WF46AC550 (MY16) 

Side door mouldings. Designed to complement the sporty elegance 
of the Santa Fe, the mouldings help protect against careless damage 
especially in car parks. They can be painted in your car's colour. 
2W271ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Door handle recess protection foils. Keeps your paintwork looking 
fresh and new by protecting it from fingernail or other scratches. Made 
from durable, self-adhesive transparent film. Set of 4.
99272ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)

Luggage cover, 7-seater. Keeps luggage out of sight and protected 
from the effects of direct sunlight. (Standard on 5-door models.) 
2WH15AP000RYN (MY12, MY15)
2WH15AK300RYN (MY15 / for vehicles with smart tailgate system)

Rear bumper protection foil, black. Custom-made black protective foil 
for the top surface of your car’s rear bumper. Prevents damage to the 
painted surface while loading and unloading.
2W272ADE00BL (MY12, MY15)

Rear bumper protection foil, transparent. Resilient, transparent 
protective foil for the top surface of your car’s rear bumper. Prevents 
damage to the painted surface while loading and unloading. 
2W272ADE00TR (MY12, MY15)

Car protection foil set. Providing long-term paint surface protection 
against abrasion and scratches. The clear transparent foils are effective 
even in extreme temperatures. Tailored to fit the lower corner of the 
rear doors. Set of 2.
2W273ADE00 (MY12, MY15 & MY16)
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7. Summer car care kit. This kit contains a bottle of concentrated  
summer screen wash (7a) to keep your view of the road crystal-clear and 
smear-free by removing oily deposits, dead insects and other residues.  
To remove really stubborn insect remains from the windscreen and head-
lights, there’s also an insect remover spray (7c). Especially formulated for 
alloy wheels, the wheel rim cleaner spray (7b) doubles up as a high quality 
degreaser, and simplifies the removal of brake dust and grime. The extra 
sponge helps to wipe away tough blemishes from glass surfaces.
LP974APE102H (kit contains all the above mentioned products)

The following are also available individually:
7a. Summer screen wash 1:100 concentrate (40 ml)  LP974APE101H
7b. Rim cleaner spray (500 ml) LP970APE101H
7c. Insect remover spray (500 ml)  LP970APE102H

8. Winter car care kit. This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter 
screen wash (8b) to ensure that your wipers run smoothly over the 
 windscreen and keep it clear and free of road dirt, freezing rain and 
snow. Plus a windscreen de-icer pump spray (8a) helps to clear frozen 
windows and prevent re-icing. An ice scraper (8f) speeds up the removal 
of ice, and a sponge (8f) wipes away condensation from the windows.
LP973APE109H (kit contains all the above mentioned products)

The following are also available individually:
8a. Windscreen de-icer spray (500 ml)                     LP973APE110H
8b. Winter screen wash concentrate (-60°C, 1 l)        LP973APE103H
8c. Winter screen wash ready to use (-30°C, 5 l)       LP973APE104H
8d. Winter screen wash concentrate (-60°C, 500 ml) LP973APE102H
8e. Winter screen wash concentrate (-60°C, 250 ml) LP973APE101H

9. Ice scraper with glove. Keep your hand dry and warm while scraping 
ice from the windscreen.
LP950APE01H (not included in the kit)

Your Safety. Our Priority.
Your Santa Fe is designed and engineered to look after you in the most extreme circumstances. 
But there could be occasions when these extras could prove their worth.

SAFETY, CARE & SERVICE

7b

7a

7c

8a

8b

8f

8c 8d

8e
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Safety bag. This convenient collection of safety items includes a 
first aid kit, two safety vests and warning triangle. Complies with DIN 
13164:2014 standard. 
99940ADE00

Warning triangle. To provide advance warning of a stranded vehicle, 
this high-visibility triangle is lightweight but stable and can be folded to 
save space. It complies with ECE-R27 standard, and is a legal require-
ment in most European countries. 
99942ADE00

Safety vest. A high-visibility neon vest with reflective strips for maxi-
mum visibility both day and night. This “one size fits all” vest complies 
with EN 20471 standard, and is a legal requirement in most European 
countries. 
99941ADE00

Battery and Wiper blades. Featuring the latest technologies, Genuine 
Hyundai batteries deliver dependable performance over an excep-
tionally long life. The high-quality premium wiper blades are designed 
specifically to perform perfectly with your Hyundai.
Please consult your dealer for part number and availability.

Glasscoat. Protects exterior surfaces from the effects of pollution, 
solvents, road salt, car washes and bird deposits. Waxing no longer 
required. Interior Glasscoat treatment coats carpets and upholstery 
with effective hypo-allergenic PTFE protection from everyday dirt and 
stains. LP982APE1BROH (Bronze pack)   LP982APE1SILH (Silver pack)   
LP982APE1GOLH (Gold pack)

Touch-up paints. Protect against corrosion and maintain your vehicle's 
appearance. Scratches, stone chips and blemishes can be repaired 
with touch-up paint. Please consult your dealer for part number and 
availability.
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Styling 
LED footwell illumination 
99650ADE00 (blue / 1st row / 
MY14, MY16) 
99650ADE10 (blue / 2nd row / 
MY14, MY16) 
99650ADE00W (white / 1st row / 
MY14, MY16) 
99650ADE10W (white / 2nd row / 
MY14, MY16)

LED puddle lights 
99651ADE00 (MY14, MY16)

 
Wheels 
Alloy wheel kit 18" 
B8F40AK310 (MY14, MY16)

Alloy wheel kit 18" 
2WF40AC180 (MY14, MY16) 

Alloy wheel 18" Halla 
2W400ADE01 (MY14, MY16) 

Alloy wheel kit 18" 
B8F40AC185 (MY14, MY16) 

You’ll be happy to know that most of the accessories in this brochure  
can also be easily fitted to the Hyundai Grand Santa Fe. 

Your Inspiration. Your Grand Santa Fe.

GRAND SANTA FE

Alloy wheel kit 19" 
B8F40AK410 (MY14, MY16)

Alloy wheel kit 19" Design A 
2WF40AC390 (MY14, MY16) 

Alloy wheel kit 19" Design B 
2WF40AC195 (MY14, MY16) 

Alloy wheel kit 19" 
B8F40AC195 (MY14, MY16) 

TPMS - Tyre Pressure  
Monitoring System 
3NF40AC000 (MY14, MY16)

Locking wheel nuts and key 
99490ADE10  
(short nuts / MY14, MY16) 
99490ADE00  
(long nuts / MY14, MY16)

Transport
Cross bars, aluminium 
2W211ADE00AL (MY14, MY16)

Xtender ski & snowboard carrier 
55700SBA10 (MY14, MY16)

Deluxe ski & snowboard carrier 
55700SBA20 (MY14, MY16)

ProRide bike carrier 
55701SBA10 (MY14, MY16)

FreeRide bike carrier 
55701SBA21 (MY14, MY16)

Bike carrier for all tow bars 
E823055001 (MY14, MY16)

Tow bar, vertical detachable 
2W281ADE02 (MY14)

Bracket for tow bar, vertical 
detachable 
B8281ADE30 (MY14)

Tow bar wiring kit, 7-pole 
2W620ADE02CP (MY14, MY16)

Tow bar wiring kit, 13-pole 
2W621ADE02CP (MY14, MY16)

Cargo separator 
2W150ADE04 (Upper frame / with 
& without panorama sunroof) 
(MY14 & MY16) 

Comfort 
Ice/sunscreen 
2W723ADE00 (MY14, MY16)

Wind deflectors, front 
2W221ADE00 (MY14, MY16)

Business suit hanger 
99770ADE00 (MY14, MY16)

Rear seat  entertainment cradle 
for iPad® 
99582ADE01 (MY14, MY16)

Take-away hook 
99743ADE00 (MY14, MY16)

Protection
Textile floor mats, velour 
B8143ADE00  
(LHD / including 3rd row / MY14)

Luggage cover 
B8H15AP000RYN (MY14)

Rear bumper protection foil, 
black 
2W272ADE00BL (MY14)

Rear bumper protection foil, 
transparent 
2W272ADE00TR (MY14)

Door handle recess protection 
foils 
99272ADE00 (MY14, MY16)

Mud guard kit, front  
B8460ADE10 (MY14)

Mud guard kit, rear 
B8460ADE20 (MY14)

Trunk mat 
B8120ADE00 (MY14, MY16)

Safety & Care
Safety bag 
99940ADE00 

Warning triangle 
99942ADE00 

Safety vest 
99941ADE00 

Summer car care kit 
LP974APE102H 

Winter car care kit 
LP973APE109H

Grand Santa Fe MY16


